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System Options (AR) Define system parameters to adjust the receivable environment. Used to set up some default and control the receivables module. You can specify your accounting information, customer settings and invoices, as well as how Auto Invoice and Automatic Receipts programs will work. There are two types of Flexfields 1.
The location of the sales tax KFF 2. Territory KFFSales Tax Location KFF: It is used to calculate tax based on different locations. In general, we have different tax rates in different states. KFF Territory: KFF territory is used to track the location of sales information wise. The location of the KFF sales tax and the territory of KFF is optional
KFF's. The customer profile class is used for a group of customers based on certain parameters, such as similar creditworthiness, business volume, payment cycles, and late charging policies. Pre-overwork to create a customer profile class are payment terms, collectors, and the statement cycle. Application Rule Set It will determine how
to apply the receipt amount to the invoice components. The components of the invoice are paragraph, tax, cargo, financial fees. Oracle provides three sets of appection rules by default. We can determine according to our requirement. Three defaults one of them: 1. Line One-Tax Prorate 2. Line One Tax After 3. It's all about everyone. The
type of transactions determines the following functions that are the default of transactions. They're 1. Accounting information for debit memos, credit memos, account loans, repayments, liabilities, invoices and receivables that you create in receivables. Whether or not it should be placed in a common book. 3. Can we print the account or
not. 4. Amount Sign I or . Tax information. 6. Transportation information. 7. Natural application only or allow over application. The transaction source will determine the numbering for individual transactions and batch transactions. The type of transaction will also be determined. There are two types of Transaction Source. 1. The source of
the manual transaction. 2. The imported (automatic) source of transactions is used to import transactions into AR using auto account receivable activities used to fail to comply with accounting information on various activities. Activities like adjustment, banking error, earned rebates, endorsements, Finance fees Various cash, short-term
debt, unworked discounts, Getting write-offs. Auto AccountingAuto accounting is used for non-performance of accounting information in various transactions. Autoconcounting will be determined for: for:           1. Receivables 2. Revenue bill 3. Tax 4. Transportation 5. Unsused revenue 6. Unpaid receivables...... Etc. The class class class
will determine: 1. Method of creating receipt 2. The method of remittances is 3. Clearance method 4. The method of receipts for different methods of creating receipts: 1. Guide 2. Automatic 3. AP /AR Grid 4. Account Receivables Method: The money transfer method identifies accounts that receivables use for automatic receipts that you
create using the receipt method assigned to that class of receipt. Choose from the following methods: 1. No money transfers 2. Standard 3. Factoring 4. Standard and factoring. Standard: Use a money transfer account for automatic receipts or for standard account receivables assigned to the method of receiving checks with this class.
Factoring: Use factoring for automatic receipts or for accountable receivables assigned to the receiving method with this class. Standard and Factoring: Choose this method if you want receivables to select receipts assigned to this class of receipts for remittances, regardless of the method of transferring the shipment. In this case, you can
specify any of these methods of remittances when creating remittance packages. No money transfers: Choose this method unless you require receipts assigned to this class of receipt to be transferred. Note: If the method of creation is automatic, then you cannot choose No Remittance as a method of money transfers.Clearance: Require
that receipts created using the method of receipt assigned to this receiving class are agreed before sending them to your money account in the general book, select one of the following methods of registration: 1. Directly 2. Match 3. Automatic clearing system: Choose this method if you don't expect the receipts to be transferred to the
bank and subsequently cleared. It is expected that these receipts will be cleared at the time of receipt and will not require further processing. The choice of this method is the same as the installation Required banking clearance is not in previous releases Receivables.By Automatic Clearing: Choose this method to clean receipts using the
automatic clearing program. (Proceeds using this method can also be cleared by Oracle Cash Management.) Matching: Choose this method if you want to clear your receipts manually in Oracle Cash Management.Receipt Method: 1. Check 2. EFT 3. Wire 4. Cleaning. Source: 1. Receiving Class 2. Payment method 3. Numbering for
receipt packages is 4. A bank account there are 2 types of sources getting one. The source of manual receipt.                 2. Souce automatic receipt. Remit to Address Remit to address is the address at which the customer sends the details of checks and payments. Aging buckets are aging buckets of time periods you can use to review
and report on your open receivables. For example, the 4-bucket aging bucket that receivables provides consists of four periods: -999 to 0 days of current, 1 to 30 days due, 31-61 days passed due, and 61-91 days due. When you create collections reports, you can specify a bucket of aging and by date, and receivables will group
transactions and their amounts on the corresponding days over the past period. There are two types: 1. Four aging buckets 2. Seven aging bukets. Four Aging buckets allow you to identify an aging bucket with four periods. Where like seven aging buckets allows you to identify an aging bucket with seven periods. The statement cycle will
determine when to send statements to a customer. For example: monthly, quarterly, semi-annual or annually. Earned discount and not earned discount Earned discount, which you will receive if the payment is made in due time. In some situations you will get a discount if you have not paid on time as well, this is called unskeable
discounts. We need to create receivables for other incomes that is what is the reason we get the money. Invoice (Invoice) When you sell goods to record normal sales we use Invoice.Accounting Entry: Receivables A/c................... Dr to Revenve............................. Cr.                          To cargo A/c........................... Cr.                          To tax
A/c....................................... Cr. Debit memo When a customer is underpaid to increase the customer's balance we use a debit memo. Debit Memo is a positive sign invoice. Accounting Entry: Receivables A /c...................... Dr Revenue............................. Cr.                           To cargo A/c........................... Cr.                           To tax
A/c....................................... Cr. Credit Memo. When a customer returns items or overpays to reduce customer balance, we use Credit Memo. The debit memo is a negative invoice sign. Accounting Entrance: Income A/c................ Dr.                 Tax A/c............................. Dr.                To receivables A/c.................. Cd. Deposits. If we
received an advance from our client to write down the same we use Deposit Deal. Moreover, it will be adjusted to meet future invoices or future liabilities. We call this as transaction.Steps.1) Identify Deposit Transaction Type.2) Identify Deposti Transaction Source.3) Create a deposit transaction and enter detials in the obligation Tab4)
Record receipt from deposit transaction.5) Enter the standard transaction and apply against deposit transaction number.6) Request a deposit transaction and check the details button, to check the obligation of Amt.Accounting Entry: When you enter a deposit, Receivables creates the following entry in the journal: Receivables A/c................
Dr. For the undeserved Revenve A /c................ Cr. When you enter an invoice against this deposit, Receivables creates the following log entries: Receivables A/c................ Dr. To Revenve A/c............................... Cr................................................. Cr.............................................. Cr. Indefatigable Revenve A/c.......... Dr To Receivables
A/c................................. Cr. Guarantee Guarantee Deal means that our client will agree to purchase from us for a certain amount to take advantage of some discount. It is known as transaction.Steps:1) Identify Form.2 Guarantee Transactions) Identify Guarnatee Transaction Source.3) Create a warranty transaction and enter detailed
information in the Tab4 obligation) Enter a standard transaction and apply against the warranty transaction number.5) Record receipt against standard transaction.6) Request Warranty transaction and check the Detailed Information button, details, to check the obligation of Amt.Accounting Entry: When you enter a warranty transaction,
Receivables creates the following entry in the journal: Unbilled Receivables A /c............. Dr. To the undeserved income of A/c...................... CrWhen you enter an invoice against this warranty transaction, receivables creates the following log entries: Receivables A/c.............................. Dr To Revenue
A/c...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... To tax A/c............................................. Cr. For cargo A /c.............................. Cr. Indefatigable Income A/C................... Dr. For
unbilled receivables A/c....... Cr. Charging back Transactional transactions are used to close open invoices and and new deal with new terms and conditions. For example: The client agreed to pay the total amount of the bill on a specific date, but did not pay the total amount of the bill. But the client can pay part of the bill amount on the
agreed date and asked to extend the payment period without accruing any interest on the amount of the balance. In this case, we must close the existing invoice and open a new invoice for the amount of the balance with the extended payment period without accruing any interest on the balance. Steps:1) Determine the charge back of the
Type2 transaction) Determine the charge back of the transaction Source.3) Determine the charge back receivable activity.4) Create a standard invoice5) Record the charge back receipt from the standard invoice and create a charge back of the transaction for the remaining amount.6) Request to charge back the invoice No. AP/AR Grid.
THE AP/AR Grid allows you to mesh from payable account balances on balances of receivables for which customers who are also your supplier. For example, if you have a customer who is also your supplier, then instead of paying you and then you pay it, the AP/AR grid allows you to pay the net difference between how much you owe
the supplier and how much it owes you. After establishing a grid agreement with such trading partners, you have created an agreement and rules related to it in the e Business Suite and you can start net AP and AR transactions. Set up Steps:1) Netting Bank A/c and create PPP.2) Include Allowing payment of unrelated transaction in
Receivables Options.3) Create a receipt class for AP/AR Netting and give a bank account Details.4) Determine the sequence of documents and assign a category of documents in the destination window for payables.5) Identify Netting Agreement.6) Create a package. Recognizing revenue in revenue recognition we have two concepts in
oracle applications.                 1. Billing rule.                 2. Accounting Rule: Billing Rules will be determined by the reporting period during which receivables are recognized. There are two types of Billing Rules: 1. Accounts in advance 2. Debt AccountsBill in advance: The system recognizes the amount of the invoice as an advance or start
of the project. In Bill's case, in advance, The Extraordinary Income will be included. If you enter an invoice with an invoice rule in advance, Receivables creates the following log entries. In the first period: Receivables A /c ..... Dr. Unsused Income A/C...... Cr To tax A/c................................. Cr to the carriage of A/c............................ CrIn all
periods of the rule for the part that is recognized: Indefatigable Income A/C ...... Doctor    To income........... CrBills in Debt: The system recognizes the amount at the end of a contract or project. In the case of bills in debt, unpaid receivables are in the picture. If you enter an invoice with Bill in the invoice rules, the receivable creates the
following log record: In the first period: Unpaid A/c receivables....... Dr To Revenue ................. CrIn all period of the rule, for a part that is recognized: Receivables A /c........... DR to unbilled A/C receivables............. Cr to the tax........................................................................ Cr to the
carriage............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ CRAccounting Rules: Accounting Rules will
determine the accounting period in which earnings are recognized. There are two types of accounting rules: 1. Fixed Schedule 2. Variable ScheduleFixed Schedule: We will determine the duration of the project and the % revenue of each reporting period at the time of the installation of a fixed accounting rule. Step: 1 Determine a fixed
accounting schedule Rule.Step: 2 Create an invoice with a fixed accounting rule schedule with bills pre-rule the account. Now the system will automatically figure out Unlearned Earnings and Revenve A/C from automatic settings. Save and Complete TransactionStep -3: Run the Revenue Recognition ProgramPee, Perform create



accouting programs and see ouput in the accounting sub-lager. Variable schedule: At the time of setting up the Variable Schedule Rules, we will not enter the duration of the project - % of revenue for each reporting period. We enter only in the first period of Income % at the time of setting the accounting rule. The duration of the project will
be introduced at the time of the invoice. Step 2:Create an invoice with a fixed schedule rule using the invoice rule in advance. Step -3: Run income recognition now, start creating an accounting program and see the output in the accounting subliger. Deferred COGS prior to this increase, the value of goods shipped from inventory was
spent on COGS on ship repairs, despite the fact that the proceeds may not have yet been earned by this batch. At the same time, the increase in the value of goods shipped from the inventory will be placed in the account of deferred COGS. As the percentage of income is recognized, the corresponding percentage of the value of goods
shipped from the inventory will be transferred from the Deferred COGS account to coGS, thus synchronizing, acknowledging income and COGS in accordance with the recommendations of generally accepted accounting principles Standard memo lines Are Supported on Module. If an item is not supported in a inventory module, for
example, a maintenance fee that is not an inventory item can only be saved in the Receivables module. Customer Return returns back excess amount of receipt recevied more than the transaction amount. Steps:1) Identify receivables2) Create a standard transaction.3) Create an excess receipt and adjust the invoice and store the
remaining amount as inapplicable or in the account.4) The full money transfer process, such as creation, approval and format.5) Request the receipt you need to return to the customer. Apply an excess amount to the return. Now click on the return attributes and give a way to refund the payment (i.e. check, wire)6) Copy the invoice No in
the receipt window from the return status.7) Request the invoice to the AP and make a payment to it. You can write off receipts that have not been applied. The receipt write-off feature is available to account for small re-payments that you do not intend to refund or maintain as unassuming amounts or on your account balance. Steps:1)
Determine the write-off of limits in the receivables system options window.2) Determine receipt to write off receivable activity.3) Set to write off the limit for a particular user.4) Create a transaction in AR5) Create a receipt with the amount of access, then the amount of the transaction and apply to the amount of receipt from the transaction
invoice.6) Now place the cursor in the To Tab and press down the arrow, apply the unforced amount to receive and apply. Translation. Remittances are nothing more than sending receipts to the bank for collection. There are two types of money transfer method. 1. Guide 2. Automatic (return) there are 3 steps in the process of money
transfers. 1. Create 2. Approve 3. Format.Steps:1) Create a money transfer package by providing a money transfer method, acceptance class, admission method, bank, bank branches, bank account.2) Now click on the Guide Create Button, now the status will change the form Started to create on Create completed.3) In the main tab,
place the cursor on the method of receipt, click CtrlF11 and select the checks you send want to the bank and click. Now the status will begin to approve when the Automatic Execution of Money Transfers simultaneous request is completed, Status will change to completed Approval4) Click on the Format button, Status will be started
format when the program of money translations print completed status will change to the completed format. The Batch Transaction transaction package is used to log in to a group of transactions based on certain parameters. The receipt package is used to group receipts based on certain parameters. There are 3 types of receipt
packages: 1. Regular 2. Manual Fast 3. 3. Different receipts, not related to billing, are called various receipts, such as interest on investments, dividends, etc. Auto Cash Rule Set Receivables provides five AutoCash rules that we can use to create our own Sets of AutoCash rules. When we run Post quickCash to apply customer receipts,
Receivables tries to use every AutoCash rule in the AutoCash rule set. If the first rule in the set does not find a match, Receivables uses the following rule in sequence, and so on, until it can apply the receipt. A set of automatic cash rules is used to apply the amount of receipt to invoices. Here are five rules: 1. Clear account 2. Clear past
invoices 3. Clear past invoices grouped under payment terms 4. Match payment with a score of 5. Applying to the oldest invoice the first reversal of the receipt receipt is nothing short of a kind of cancellation of receipt. There are two types of retrieval reversal methods: 1. Standard reversal. 2. Reversal.Standard Reversal debit memo:
When we cancel receipt with a standard reversal, all transactions related to this receipt will be cancelled. Debit memo reversal: When we reverse receipt using a debit memo the reversal of all related transactions will not be cancelled, but the new debit memo will get set up with the same amount. Auto Lockbox Lockbox is a service offered
by banks to companies in which the company receives payments from its customers in the mailbox in the mailbox, and the bank takes the payments and invests them in the company's bank account. At checkout, the company outsources its function to AR collecting checks and depositing it in the bank. The bank then informs the company
of all payments received. They usually send a flat file (text file) to a company that gives all the details of deposits made to a bank account. The details captured in the flat file depend on the agreement between the bank and the company. This flat file is called the Lockbox file. The company can then import this Lock Box file into its system
to create receipts and apply those receipts to open accounts. Oracle Receivables provides standard functionality for importing lock window files to create receipts. It also gives you the flexibility to determine individual window lock formats so you can take the file lock box in any format for any of the banks. Oracle Lock's functionality can
also be expanded to convert receipt information from any other outdated system or from money transfer recommendations that the company receives directly from its customers. you need to set up the following before you start Lockbox Lockbox Bank and bank accounts: You identify your internal bank accounts in receivables. This is a
bank account where customer payments are deposited.2) The receipt class determines the processing stages of receipts, and you assign methods to getting your class received. Processing steps for any receipt include confirmation, remittances, and verification.3) The method of receipt: The method of receipt is assigned to the receiving
class and determines how to account for receipts using the receipt class. For one class of receipt you can have several methods of obtaining. You link bank accounts and gl-accounts combinations for cash, money transfers and bank payments, etc. with the method of receipt.4) Source of receipt: You determine the sources of receipt of the
package to provide defaults for the class of receipt, method of receipt and bank account of money transfers. The source of receipt also determines whether the packet numbering system is manual or automatic.5) Lockbox: Identify the checkbox for your Lockbox service from each bank. The lock setting includes the Lockbox number (you
get the Lockbox number from your bank.6) Lockbox Transfer Formats: Oracle Receivables AutoLockbox uses a transfer format when importing data from a lockbox file into receivables. Transfer formats show how the data in the Lockbox.7 file is organized) AutoCash Rules: AutoCash Rule Sets defines the sequence of AutoCash rules that
Post quickCashprogram uses to apply the amount of receipt to open account items. File control: File Control is a sql loader file to download a lockbox file in the receivable payment interface table (ar_payments_interface_all). This file must have an '.ctl' extension and must be placed in the $AR-TOP/bin. Step Processing Window Lock:
Start lock processing by copying lockbox data file in the required Folder.Run Send lock process. The data is imported into the AR_Payments_Interface_all tables. The verification process begins, if any errors are found, correct the same with the data window. If the bug is not found, it will complete the check and a quick money party will be
created. Publish a quick cash program will workFinally applied receipts and customer balances are updated. This is where the process will end. Process. account receivable in oracle apps r12 technical. account receivable in oracle apps r12 user guide. please correct the receivable account assignment in oracle apps r12. account
receivable tables in oracle apps r12. account receivable process in oracle apps r12. account receivable module in oracle apps r12. account receivable setup in oracle apps r12. account receivable cycle in oracle apps r12
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